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AB STRACT 

A Monte Carlo Study Of High Transverse Energy 

Triggers In pp Collisions At P = 400 Gev/c. 

by 

Charles J. Naudet Jr. 

We have studied the properties of typical inelastic 

final states in pp collisions at =400 Gev/c under 

triggering conditions similar to those used in actual jet 

experiments . The events were generated by a Monte Carlo 

method 'which employed experimentally observed multiplicity 

and inclusive momentum distributions and constrained all the 

events to conserve momentum and energy. We find that a re¬ 

quirement of high transverse energy in a given solid angle 

selects mostly very high multiplicity events. Some experi¬ 

mentally observed momentum correlations seem to be of kine- 

matical orgin and the triggered events have a similar 

transverse energy spectrum, but a less coplanar event struc¬ 

ture than what is observed in experimental data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the last several years, deep inelastic 

hadron-hadron scattering has been quite successfully inter¬ 

preted by parton models, where it is assumed that the under¬ 

lying process is incoherent scattering of point-like hadron 

constituents. According to the hard-scattering parton 

model, two partons, one from each incident proton, experi¬ 

ence a two-body collision and then independently fragment to 

produce jets. Jets are groups of final state hadrons scat¬ 

tered into a small fraction of the available solid angle. 

The remaining partons of the interaction produce the beam 

and target jet and are responsible for most of the low 

transverse momentum secondaries (mostly pions). 

Past experiments, such as those at the CERN Intersect¬ 

ing Storage Rings (ISR) and at Fermilab, have observed an 

enhancement of particle density in the region of phase space 

surrounding large transverse momentum final state hadrons. 

Strong correlations have been found in transverse 

r 181 momentum, rapidity and azimuth. Experiment E609 1 J at 

Fermilab was performed to study these phenomena in more 
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detail in the total center-of-mass energy range Js =19.8 to 

27.4 gev. The goal of this experiment was to trigger on 

jets using a segmented calorimeter, and to study the fre¬ 

quency and structure of jet-like events in order to extract 

the hard scattering cross sections. 

One difficulty in interpreting the results of jet ex¬ 

periments is that in general the jet fragments are not 

clearly separated from other hadrons in the event. As a re¬ 

sult, fluctuations in "ordinary" low pfc events can sometimes 

mimic true jet-like events. The clarity of true jet events 

is further eroded by the experimental difficulties in 

triggering on groups of hadrons. It is therefore of impor¬ 

tance to study ordinary low p^. events carefully and to exam¬ 

ine under what conditions they might appear to be jet-like. 

The objective of this study, using a Monte Carlo 

method, was to generate low p^. final states of pp interac¬ 

tions, then to impose various jet-finding triggers and study 

the accepted events. A comparison of these "jet events" 

with the normal events will be made along with an examina¬ 

tion of the kinematic correlations. Eventually, after the 

E609 data is properly reduced, a direct comparison will be 

made with the actual data. 
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Chapter 2 starts with a brief description of the Monte 

Carlo program used and a discussion of the important fea¬ 

tures of the simulation. Next we discuss the creation of 

the final states with the correct multiplicity distribu¬ 

tions, and explain how the final state hadrons 

(p, p, k+, k-, pi+, pi-, piO, n, kO/kObar) are randomly put 

into an event at a given multiplicity to pr.oduce the correct 

average composition, while simultaneously conserving baryon 

number, strangeness, and charge. Then we explain how the 

hadrons are given their transverse momentum 

(Pt), rapidity, and azimthal angle (0) distributions and how 

the events are forced to conserve energy and momentum. 

Illustrations and a discussion are given on how this process 

creates a correlation between the p^ and the phi variables 

in an event. The final section in Chapter 2 is a summary of 

the event generation method with comments concerning the ac¬ 

curacy and limitations of this simulation. 

Application of basic jet-finding triggers to the gener¬ 

ated events is studied in Chapter 3. We first describe our 

single and many particle triggers and define some useful 

parameters such as planarity. Then we study the effects of 

triggering on multiplicity, p^ and 0 and we compare normal 

events to the "jet events". Finally we elaborate on the ef¬ 

fect of triggering with a calorimeter in the laboratory 



frame and on the transverse momentum balancing for 

trigger arrangements. 

various 

The conclusions are summarized in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GENERATION OF LOW TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM EVENTS 

This chapter deals with the Monte Carlo generation of 

low transverse momentum events. The Fortran program used is 

outlined in Flowchart 1 and the important characteristics 

are listed below. 

1 ) The charged and total multiplicity distributions agree 

with the experimental data. 

2) Final state particles considered are the 

proton, antiproton, neutron, charged kaons and pions, and 

the neutral kaon and pion. 

3) The average particle composition is in agreement with the 

data. 

4) Baryon number, Charge, Strangeness, Energy and Momentum 

are forced to be conserved for every event. 

5) The Pj., rapidity and 0 distributions are all forced to 

agree with the experimental inclusive distributions. 

6) The leading particle effect is taken into account. 

7) There are no resonances and no other dynamic correlations 

in the final state. 

The remaining portion of this chapter describes the 

methods used to produce the above features. 
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FLOWCHART 1. This figure illustrates the program logic used 
in the production of the phase space Monte Carlo events. A 
brief explanation of the various routines used is given 
below. 

Setup: Reads in the initialization data and sets up histo¬ 
gram routines. 

Genchr: Calculates several kinematic variables and the per¬ 
centage of events to be produced at each multiplicity. 

Genpi : The number of particle types (p, p, kf, k~ , n + , it 
, «0, n, kO/kObar) at each multiplicity is computed. 

Cutoff-Intgra-Func: These subroutines integrate the parame¬ 
terization of the Pj. distribution for each particle 
type, which will be used in the generation of the pfc for the 
particles . 

Main Program: Besides calling all the subroutines, the main 
program takes the calculated composition at any multiplicity 
and distributes all the hadrons ramdomly amoung all the 
events, conserving Baryon number, strangeness, and charge 
simultaneously. 

Rnmxx-Rpdist: Creates a random number distribution. 

Genrap: Using cutoff, rpdist, and rnmxx, the pfc and rapidi¬ 
ty are generated for each particle while conserving energy 
and momemtum. 

Calevt-Myhist: Calculates an assortment of Kinematic vari¬ 
ables for each event and histograms chosen guanities. 

Tpamll: Writes to tape the important information for each 
correctly produced event. 



FLOWCHART 
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A) Multiplicity and Composition 

In the Monte Carlo generation of the pp inelastic final 

states it is desired that the charged multiplicity distribu¬ 

tion agrees with the experimentally observed data. We ac¬ 

complish this by using a parameterization given by Moller 

based on the idea of KNO scaling 

P(n)=(l/«-£el )d«-/dn = 2.76 z * 886exp( - . 758Z1 ’ 886 ) 

where z= ( n-cc)/<n-oc> and for pp collisions oc= . 9 The 

charged multiplicity distribution at a given beam momentum 

is thus uniquely determined by specifying the average 

charged multiplicity <n> at that momentum. A comparison of 

P(n) with experimental data at p^ak=400 gev/c is shown in 

Figure A-l. 

Next we must determine the particle composition, i.e., 

the relative number of various hadrons in the final states. 

The hadrons considered are p, p , k+, k-, n+, , n, and 

kO/kObar with no distinction made between the kO and kObar. 

No other hadrons are considered, primarily because they 

quickly decay into the above hadrons or else their inclusive 

cross sectons are negligible in comparison. 

In the course of discussion on the compostion of events 

we use the following notation: 



Figure A-l . This figure shows both the experimentally 
observed charged multiplicity distribution at =400 
gev/c and the distribution obtained from theaPhase 
Space Monte Carlo. 

CHARGED MULTIPLICITY DISTIBUTION 
♦ 400 GEV/C -- KlMCMI 
A 400 GEV/C KftSS 
0 400 GEV/C -- BROMBERG 
ü CL T. PHR5E SPACE MON TP TARl'i 

<v 
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TABLE A-l. The table below shows the average number of the 
various particle types per event at several different beam 
momentums. 

lab <P> <P"> <K + > <K" > <n + > <n" > <nch>/exp 

200 1.3 .03 .30 .17 3.25 2.60 7.7/7.68 

300 1.3 .04 .35 .21 3.60 3.00 8.5/8.50 

400 1.3 .06 .38 .24 3.82 3.20 9.0/8.99 

Table A-2. The list below shows the input inclusive 
transverse momentum distributions used for the final state 
hadrons produced in the Monte Carlo. 

a*A TS 
el^* 

l - tt.ISfce. 
-«.sa 

3^t B C. p 
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N^= total number of events to be produced. 

N =N.P(n) = number of events to be produced at charged multi- 

piicity n, 

<x> = ( l/o-^e^ )/^( pp-»'n'x+anything )dn= average number of 

particle type X per event, 

<x>n=g^( pp-'x+anything )/( pp-inelas tic ) )= average number 

of particle type X per event at a given multiplicity n, 

n(x) =N <x> = total number of particle type x at multiplici- n n n 

ty n, 

m(x) =number of x 's actually assigned to an event at multi¬ 

plicity n. 

Our method of generating the final states is to calcu¬ 

late the number of hadrons at a given charged multiplicity 

(n(x) ) and then randomly distribute these hadrons among the 

Nn events. The average number of .various particle types per 

event (i.e.<x>) is quite well-known experimentally, and is 

given in Table A-l which is based on a compilation by Anti- 

Té 1 nucci et al. 1. On the other hand, there is very little 

data on the multiplicity dependence of <x> ie. on <x>n, and 

we must therefore resort to reasonable physical assumptions 

about this dependence. These assumptions are stated below 

for each particle type. 
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:Generation of the Baryons: 

We begin by generating the antiprotons, and assume that 

the ratio of the number of antiprotons to the number of ne¬ 

gative hadrons, is independent of multiplicity: 

<P>n/<n">n=<P>/<n‘> 

where n~ is the number of negative particles.t Therfore: 

<p>n={<p>/(<k”>+<«">+<p>)}(n/2 -1) 

and n(p) =N <p> . These n(p) antiprotons are then randomly nn n n 

assigned to the Nn final states at multiplicity n. 

Since the p production is primarily due to pp pair pro¬ 

duction, we generate a "slow" proton for each antiproton. 

The remaining "fast" protons (leading particles) are pro¬ 

duced by assuming that <p>n
=<p> ie., that the average 

number of all protons is independent of multiplicity. 

Therfore: <p-fast>=<p>-<p> n n 

The Nn<p-fast>n fast protons are again randomly distri¬ 

buted amoung the events at multiplicity n, with the con¬ 

straint that no event have more than two fast protons. Fi¬ 

nally, to conserve the Baryon number, we add 

neutrons, thus : 

m(n) =2-m(p-fast) n c n 
f n =(n/2 )-1 , since n + +n~ = n and n + -n” = 2. 
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:Generation of Charged Kaons and Pions : 

For the negative kaons the same assumption is made as 

for the antiprotons, that is, 

<k" >n/ <n~ >n= <k~ >/ <n" > 

Thus: <k“>n= {<k~ >/ ( <k~ >+<«” >+<p> ) }(n/2 -1) 

and n(k”) =M <k"> . n n n 

The number of postive kaons is determined in a similar 

way, apart from subtracting out the protons (since 

<p>n=constant ). Hence: 

<k+>n={<k + >/(<k*> + <it + >)}(n/2 -l-<p>) 

and n(k*) =N <k+> . These n(k+) and n(k~) kaons are then n n n n n 

randomly distributed among the events with the charge con¬ 

servation constraints: 

m( k+ )n+m{ P)n< (n/2+1) and m( k“ )n+m( p )n< (n/2-1) 

Finally the charged pions are introduced into the final 

states by simply forcing the conservation of charge. Thus, 

m(«+)n=(n/2+1)-m(p)n-m(k
+)n 

m(ii*)n=(n/2-l )-m(p)n-m(k~ )n 
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:Remaining Neutrals: 

The average number of neutral pions and kaons as a 

function of multiplicity is rather well-known 

experimentally; at p^ ^=400 gev/c we use the following 

parameterizations, ^ 

. 0. f.65(n/2-l )+2.05 if n<20 
<n ?n~' 7.9 if n>20 

<k0/k0bar>n={' 
074(n/2-1 )+.156 if n<20 
.822 if n>20 

With these parameterizations it is easy to obtain 

n{n^)n and n(k0/k0bar)n. These neutral pions and kaons are 

then added to the final states in a random fashion. The 

neutral kaons, however, are assigned to the final states in 

such a manner as to conserve strangeness. 

After the neutral pions and kaons have been included in 

the final states, the construction of the composition of the 

events is complete. A comparison of the output from the 

Monte Carlo to the experimental data on the multiplicity de¬ 

pendence of the average number of neutral kaons and pions is 

shown in Figures A-2 and A-3 respectively. The total multi¬ 

plicity distribution is shown in Figure A-4 with the average 

total multiplicity being 15.2. 
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Figure A-2. The average number of neutral pions for 
multiplicity is shown for both the experimental data 
output from the Phase Space Monte Carlo. 

<PIZER0> *s MULTIPLICITY 
* KASS DATA Al 40S CEV/C 
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Figure A-3. The average number of neutral kaons for a 
given multiplicity is shown for both the experimental 
data and the Phase Space Monte Carlo events. 
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Figure A-4 The total multiplicity for all the Monte 
Carlo events is shown in the figure below. 
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B) Conservation of Energy and Momentum for each Event 

The final step is to generate the momentum vector for 

all the hadrons in such a fashion as to conserve energy and 

momentum, and still reproduce the experimentally observed 

kinematic distributions. 

The final state hadrons are first given their 

transverse momentum p^. . The experimental |p^l distributions 

for each type of hadron are parameterized their parameteri- 

zations are given in Table A-2 [4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12], 

The hadrons are then randomly assigned |ptl values using 

these parameterizations. Next the transverse momentum vec¬ 

tors are created for each hadron by decomposing ptinto two 

orthogonal compoments: 

u.= Ip,.I.cos(e. ) and v. = Ip. |.sin(e.) 
l 1rt11 l l 1rt11 ' l ' 

where is a random number ranging from zero to' 2n generat¬ 

ed for each particle i in the final state. Since the pfc for 

every hadron in a given event is assigned independently of 

the others, the total transverse momentum will not in gener¬ 

al be conserved. To remedy this situation the following 

transformation is made: 

u.-u.-(s”u./n) and v.-v.- (s”v./n) 1 1 ' 1 l' ' IX 'll'' 
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This procedure guarantees that p^. will now be conserved 

for every event. It may be noticed that this transformation 

process also affects the input pfc distributions. 

However, due to the steeply falling p^. distributions and the 

high multiplicities (over 80% of the events have n>9), these 

corrections are small.* A comparison of the Monte Carlo p^ 

distributions to the observed experimental data is shown in 

Figures A-5, 6 and 7. 

It is important' to realize that although this pfc tran- 

formation process produces little change in the overall pfc 

distribution, it is responsible for kinematic correlations 

which we find later in our analsis. 

The mass and p^. is now known for all the hadrons in the 

generated events. Instead of generating the longitudinal 

* 
momentum directly, we chose to generate the rapidity inst¬ 

ead. This is motivated by the efficient rapidity generation 

r 13 I 
method proposed by Jadack L J. For a detailed dicussion of 

this method one should refer to Jadack; however a brief 

outline is presented below. 

Lower multiplicity events are of course heavily 
affected, but this is of little concern since later in the 
jet analysis it is found that low multiplicity events (<9) 
rarely satisfy any of our jet triggers. 

* y=(l/2)loge[(E+Pl)/{E-Pl)] 
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Figure A-5. The transverse momentum distribution for 
the protons is shown for both the experimental data and 
Phase Space Monte Carlo events. 

PT DISTRIBUTION FOR PROTONS 
O 200 GEV/C C-l-O'K'-O.S) --WHITMORE 
A MOO CEV/C Ç-I.0<X<-0.5) — WHITMORE 

+ MOO CEV/C CLT. PHASE SPACE HONTE CARIO 

o 
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Figure A 
the pions 
the Phase 

6. The transverse momemtum distribution for 
is shown for both the experimental data and 
Space Monte Carlo events. 

PT DISTRIBUTION FOR THE PIONS 
a PT OflTfl FOR PI- AT 200 GEV/C 
O PT ORTA FOR PI♦ AT 200 GEV/£ 
A ClT.PHASE SPACE HONTE CARLO 

o 
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Figure A 
the kaons 
the Phase 

7. The transverse momentum distribution for 
is shown for both the experimental data and 
Space Monte Carlo events. 

PT DISTRIBUTION FOR THE KflONS 
O 300 GEV/C -SHENG5 
A MOO GEV/C * KICHIMI 
+ CLT.PHASE SPACE MONTf CARLO 
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The energy and longitudinal momentum constraints writ¬ 

ten in terms of rapidity and the transverse mass, m^., are 

To simply generate n random rapidities y^, such that 

the above constraints are fullfilled, would be too time con¬ 

suming. Instead, n random variables ranging between zero 

and one are generated and the rapidities are obtained from: 

where A and B are constants for each event. By substituting 

y^=A+B|^ into equations #1 and #2 we find, 

B is easily obtained from equation #3 by a root finding 

method and A results trivally from equation #4. Since we 

have introduced two new constants (A and B) for each 

event, two variables must be assigned, and without loss 

of generality we can set 5^ = 0 and Çn=l . Hence, for each 

event the rapidities are obtained by generating n-2 random 

#2 

s-S?m^exp( - E . B )S?m. ^exp( Ç . B ) = 0 
ii *i ' i l ^ >i ii ’i l l 

#3 

A-l°ge( Vs/E^m^exp^B ) ) = 0 #4 
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variables Ç 's , determining A and B, and calculating y^ from 

yi=A+B|i . 

By controlling the random number distribution function 

used for the variable, the rapidity distribution may be 

clearly manipulated. At Fermilab energies it was found that 

a flat distribution in | produced rapidity distributions 

that were acceptable as shown in Figures A-8, 9, and 10. 

The leading particle effect may also be accounted for 

by requiring that the fast protons receive the maximum 

and/or minimum rapidity in a given event (i.e. to be as¬ 

signed or £n=l). The average number of leading protons 

T14 1 
in a pp reaction is .9 1 1 and is approximately constant 

independent of multiplicity. Thus our Monte Carlo required 

that 75%(=.9/<p-fast>n) of all events had at least one lead¬ 

ing proton. The effect of this kinematic adjustment may be 

seen in the protons rapidity distribution shown in Figure 

A-8 . 
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Figure A-8. In this figure the 
tribution both with and without 
effect is shown. 

proton 's rapidity dis- 
the leading particle 

PROTON RAPIDITY DISTRIBUTION 
•olid lino: no Itadinç partiel* *Mact 
dotted: with laading partiel* *tf*ct 
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Figure A-9 . The experimental pion rapidity distribu¬ 
tion is shown along with the corrsponding distribution 
from the Phase Space Monte Carlo. 

RflPDITT DISTRIBUTION FOR PI0N+ 
A PION* --OATA--WHITMORE AT 200 CEV/C 
O P*ON* --OATA--KAFKAAÎ 200 GCV/C 
M MONTE CARlO AT MOO GEY/C 

QD 
Ai 
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Figure A-10 . The experimental kaon rapidity distribu¬ 
tion is shown along with the corrsponding distribution 
from the Phase Space Monte Carlo. 

RAPIDITY DISTRIBUTION FOR KO/KOBflR 
O 20S GEV/C --JAEGER 
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CHAPTER 3 

STUDY OF EVENTS SATISFYING A JET TRIGGER 

Chapter 2 discussed, the Monte Carlo simulation of the 

low pfc final states in pp inelastic events. This chapter 

deals with the interpretation of those events which satisfy 

various trigger requirements. The analysis will consider 

single and multiple particle triggers in the center- of-mass 

frame and the triggering with a calorimeter in the laborato¬ 

ry frame. 

A) Single and Multiple Particle Triggers in Center-of-Mass 

frame. 

In the present analysis we have used two fairly typical 

triggers which illustrate the effects of imposing a "jet 

trigger" on normal low pfc events. The single particle 

trigger (S.P.T.) requires that there exist at least one ha¬ 

dron in the event with a polar angle e greater than 60° and 

less than 120* and a transverse momentum greater than 1.5 

gev/c. The many particle trigger (M.P.T.) demands that the 

algebraic sum of the p^ for all the hadrons in a solid cone 

about the momentum vector (Ae = 60° , <Û0 = 6O° ) of the highest 

p^ hadron be greater than 2.00 gev/c. 
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Out of one hundred thousand events examined only 182 

(0.10%) satisfied the S.P.T. and 901 (0.97%) fullfilled the 

M.P.T. conditions. A comparison between the total multi¬ 

plicity distributions of all events and the triggered events 

is shown in Figure B-l. This figure illustrates probably 

the most important result of our analysis: the probability 

of satisfying the jet triggers increases dramatically as the 

multiplicity goes up. This is greater for the M.P.T., but 

even for the S.P.T. the most probable number of hadrons in 

a triggered event is 18 as compared to 15.2 for all events. 

The average multiplicities are 27.8 and 20.6 for the M.P.T. 

and S.P.T. respectively. 

One might surmise that there is a natural tendency to¬ 

wards higher and higher multiplicities as the p^ triggering 

level is increased. This can be verified in the scatterplot 

of Figure B-2, where the multiplicity is plotted against the 

Pt triggering level for the M.P.T. From this scatterplot 

one finds that the average multiplicity increases approxi¬ 

mately linearly with the pfc level, <n> =4.3 pfc + 14 for 

pfc>2.00 gev/c. It is clear that this is much more probable 

for the higher p^ requirements to be met more frequently by 

a great number of low p^. hadrons than by a few high p^. ha¬ 

drons . 



Figure B-l . The total multiplicity distribution is 
shown for all of the Monte Carlo events and for those 
events which satisfy the Many Particle Trigger and the 
Single Particle Trigger. 
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Figure B-2 . This figure is a scatterplot of the total 
multiplicity and the transverse momentum triggering 
level for the many particle trigger. 
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It is of interest to determine how the jet-like struc¬ 

ture of an event changes as the multiplicity increases. A 

parameter characterizing jet structure is needed. One com¬ 

P= ( A-B )/( A+B ), where A and B are the eigenvalues of the mom¬ 

entum tensor P ; 
V 

where X and Z are the coordinates of the transverse plane. 

The sum is over all the hadrons in the event. P approaches 

one as the event becomes pencil-like, and tends towards zero 

for isotropic events. 

One might expect that the planarity distribution for 

triggered events would be shifted towards unity as compared 

to all events, because high pfc events tend to be more pla¬ 

nar. As Figure B-3 shows, this is not the case. There ap¬ 

pears to be very little change in the planarity distribution 

from all to triggered events. The explanation for this ef¬ 

fect is found by studying the scatterplot of multiplicity 

against the planarity (Figure B-4) for all events. The most 

striking feature is that very high planarity (>.9 ) is ob¬ 

tainable only with very low multiplity (<4) and the planari¬ 

ty then decreases very rapidly with increasing multiplicity. 

monly used variable is planarity P, defined by 

P 
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Figure B-3. In this figure the planarity distributions 
for ail Monte Carlo events and for the "Many Particle 
Trigger" is shown. 
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Figure 
nariy 

B~4. A scatterplot of the multiplicity and pla- 
for all the Monte Carlo events is shown. 
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Since the trigger requirement chooses preferentially high 

multiplicity events and therefore low planarities, the net 

result is very little change in the planarity distribution 

for triggered events as was seen in Figure B-3. 

As mentioned earlier there is an induced pfc-0 correla¬ 

tion in the simulation procedure. It's effect may be seen 

in the plot of Ù0 for all hadrons in an event which satis¬ 

fies the S.P.T. (Figure B-5). A0 is the azimuthal angle in 

the transverse plane measured from the pfc vector of the hi¬ 

ghest p^ particle to the hadron in question. Figure B-5 

shows that there tends to be more particles on the opposite 

side (A0>9O* ). This effect is due to the rotation of the 

lower p^ from the highest, occuring in the process of ba¬ 

lancing transverse momentum. If the p^. triggering level is 

increased, one observes an increase in the slope of the A0 

distribution. 

Our method of balancing momentum also introduces small 

rapidity and p^. correlations as shown in Figures B-6 and 

B-7. Figure B-6 is a plot of the ratio of the normalized 

away side pfc distribution to the input (all events) pfc dis¬ 

tributions for the S.P.T. This curve shows that the 

away-side p^. distribution is broader for triggered events. 

Simarily Figure B-7 is a plot of the ratio of the normalized 
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Figure B-5. In this figure the azimuthal angle phi for 
every particle relative to the highest transverse momentum 
paricle is plotted. 
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Figure B-6. The ratio of the normalized p distribu¬ 
tions for the away side and the Monte Carlo11 is shown 
below. 
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away side rapidity distribution to the input rapidity 

distribution. This curve shows that the away-side rapidity 

distribution is narrower for the triggered events. There is 

a depletion of particles with high rapidity values and an 

enhancement of particles in the central region. 

The importance of the three correlations mentioned 

above should be stressed. They are all due to our method of 

balancing momentum and energy. Similar correlations have 

been found in actual experiments under similar trigger con¬ 

ditions Our analysis shows that at least part of the 

correlations maybe due to "trivial" kinematic effects, and 

cannot be considered as evidence for jet structure. 

B) Triggering with a Calorimeter in the Laboratory Frame 

One of the motivations of this analysis was to under¬ 

stand the effect of imposing triggers used in the - E609 ex¬ 

periment on the generated low p^ events. This experiment 

r 181 1 J uses a multiple-segmented calorimeter (shown in Figure 

B-8) to trigger on "jet events" by requiring that the alge¬ 

braic sum of the Efc(pt) deposited in a particular combina¬ 

tion of the segments be greater than some E^ threshold 

level. For simplicity the analysis here will deal with 
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Figure B-7. The ratio of the normalized rapidity distribu¬ 
tions for the away-side and the input Monte Carlo is shown 
below. 
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Figure B-8 An oblique view of the calorimeter showing its 
layered structure and its postion relative to the target is 
sketched below. 
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three basic trigger configurations, i.e., the Global, Double 

Arm, and Single Arm triggers as shown in Figure B-9. 

The Global trigger which covers approximately 8 stera- 

dians. (in the center-of- mass) was .used with a 7.00 gev/c 

triggering threshold. Of 100,000 events examined, 1,220 

(1.27%) satisfied the triggering requirements. An overall 

evaluation of these globally triggered events may be seen by 

comparing the total multipli-city distribution of the input 

(all events) to the output (triggered events) as shown in 

Figure B-10. As found in the center-of-mass analysis the 

total multiplicity distribution of the triggered events is 

shifted upwards. In this case the average multiplicity 

changes from 15.2 for all events to 31.5 for the triggered 

events . * Similarily the average p^. increases from an input 

value of <pt>=.36 gev to <pt>=,41 gev for the triggered 

events. The planarity distributions (see Figure B-ll ) shows 

a small decrease in the average planarity from the input 

events to the output, the average changing from .41 to .318. 

To examine the planarity further a plot of the average pla¬ 

narity vs Ej. is shown in Figure B-12. It is clear that 

there appears to be a slight decline in planarity as the Efc 

in the triggering region, ie., the entire calorimeter 

here, increases. 

The multiplicity that the caliormeter observes would be 
(due to the limiting geometry) approximately 60% of the ori¬ 
ginal Monte Carlo multiplicity. 
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Figure B-9 . The figure below is a cross-sectional view of 
the calorimeter. Various triggers may be formed by combina¬ 
tions of the segments. The Double Arm trigger is shown out¬ 
lined and the shaded region shows the Single Arm trigger. 
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Figure B-10 . In this figure the total multiplicity distri¬ 
butions for the Monte Carlo events and for those events 
satisfying the global trigger are shown. 
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Fxgmre B-ll . In this figure the planarity distributions for 
the globally triggered events and the Monte Carlo events are 
shown. 
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Figure B-12. The average planarity for globally trig¬ 
gered events is shown here as a function of the 
transverse energy. 
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A comparison of this data with that of Fermilab experi- 

ment E557 1 J shows that, although at Ej. = 7,00 gev/c the 

average planarity {<planarity> ) is approximately the same as 

the observed data, at higher E^. thresholds (E^> 10.0 gev/c) 

the actual data has planarity values a factor of 1.4 greater 

than this phase space data. One may then infer that the 

real data has somewhat more coplanarity than the phase space 

events. 

In Figure B-13 the triggering rate is shown as a func¬ 

tion of the transverse energy for the global trigger. The 

data may be fitted by the function g"A exp(-ocE^) with 

«=.84, comparison with similar data from the E557 experiment 

reveals («=.84.) excellant agreement. 

The Single and Double arm triggers shown in Figure B-9 

cover 1.4 and 2.8 steradians (center-of-mass ) and with 

triggering levels of 2.00 gev/c and 4.00 gev/c respective¬ 

ly, .94% and .40% of all the inelastic events satisfy the 

single and double arm trigger conditions. An examination of 

the total multiplicity distribution for events satisfying 

each trigger condition yields the mean multiplicity for the 

double arm trigger <n>= 30.4 and for the single arm trigger 

<n>=27.8. The mean transverse momentum for for the trig¬ 

gered events was quite similar to the global case. For the 



Figure B-13. In this figure the triggering rate as a 
function of the transverse energy is shown for the 
global,double arm and single arm triggers. 
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single arm <pfc> =.406 gev/c, and for the double arm trigger 

<p^>=.416. Both triggers give planarity distributions that 

within the statistics seem to be similar. The average pla¬ 

narity for both triggers was <planarity>-.45 noticably 

higher than the global events and slightly higher than the 

unbaised (input) events. The dependence of the cross 

section for each trigger, shown in Figure B-13, shows that oe 

increases as the triggering solid angle decreases. An expo¬ 

nential fit to the data results in «=1.51 for the double arm 

trigger and «=2.58 for the single arm trigger. This trend 

is found in the E557 experimental data. Another interesting 

T 19 1 comparison to the known experimental data L ■* is the E^ de¬ 

pendence of the mean planarity. Within statistics the de¬ 

pendence of both triggers is identical to the global 

case, quite contrary to the published data showing that as 

the triggering solid angle decreases the <planarity> for any 

fixed E^. increases. 

Of concern also is how the transverse momentum is bal¬ 

anced in these triggered events. The single arm trigger may 

or may not have the majority of the balancing E^ in the 

symmeterical region on the away side. Figure B-14 shows a 

scatterplot of the triggering E^. and the E^. in the symmeter¬ 

ical away side region. It is evident from the scatterplot 

that the majority of the balancing E^. are not localized, but 
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Figure 
single 
of the 

B-14. The balancing transverse momemtum for the 
arm triggers is illustrated by the scatterplot 
triggering side E. and the away—side E 
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are spread out on the away side. (In fact, 9.0% of all the 

single arm triggers have nothing in the symmetrical region 

on the away side, the^balancing being outside this area 

or perhaps not in the calorimeter at all.) This obversation 

is a simple consequence of our global pfc balancing procedure 

in the generation process. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied the properties of typical inelastic 

final states in pp collisions at Pj.ab
=^°® gev/c under 

triggering conditions similar to those used in actual jet 

experiments . The events were generated with a Monte Carlo 

method by using as input distributions the experimentally 

observed charged multiplicity and inclusive momentum distri¬ 

butions. All the events were required to conserve 

four-momentum and some other quantum numbers. Momentum con¬ 

servation was imposed in a minimal way by sharing the unbal¬ 

anced transverse momentum equally among all the hadrons. We 

have not included the effects of resonances or any other dy¬ 

namic correlations. 

The generated events were studied with four high 

transverse momentum triggers: single particle, single 

arm, double arm, and global. In each case it was found 

that the accepted events had multiplicities much higher than 

the non-triggered events, and that the multiplicity incre¬ 

ased significantly with increasing Efc threshold. 
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With the single particle trigger we find that the ac¬ 

cepted events show correlations (rapidity, pfc, and azimuthal 

angle) which are somewhat weaker but qualitatively similar 

to those observed in past experiments. It thus appears that 

it is important to try to separate these effects from true 

dynamical correlations before interpreting the results of 

these experiments. 

When triggering in groups of hadrons, we find that the 

transverse energy spectrum for each type of trigger 

(single, double and global) is similar to that in actual 

data. The mean planarity for globally triggered events was 

found to be about 25% lower than that observed experimental¬ 

ly, and decreases with increasing in slight disagreement 

with the data. All of these results can be understood as a 

consequence of the fact that in our Monte Carlo a high Efc 

trigger threshold can be satisfied only with very high mul¬ 

tiplicity events. 

It seems clear that even though some experimentally ob¬ 

served correlations may be explained by "trivial" kinematic 

effects and that the actual high transverse energy events 

has a similar E^ dependence, the obsversed data has a higher 

degree of coplanarity than what is dictated by pure phase 

space considerations. 
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